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0. INTRODUCTION 
We will consider continuous linear operators defined on complex Hilbert 
spaces. For a Hilbert space H we denote by L(H) the algebra of all 
bounded operators on H. We recall from [lo] that the operators TE L(H) 
and T’ E L(H’) are said to be quasisimilar if there exist continuous linear 
operators X: H -+ H’ and Y: H’ 4 H such that 
(i) XT= T’X, YT’= TY; 
(ii) X and Y are one-to-one; and 
(iii) X and Y have dense ranges. 
We write T- T’ if T and T’ are quasisimilar. An operator which is one-to- 
one and has dense range is called a quasiaffinity. 
One can define an equivalence relation on the lattice of all invariant 
subspaces of an operator TEL(H) as follows. We say that two invariant 
subspaces M and N are equivalent if there exist quasiaffinities X and Y, 
commuting with T, such that (XM)- =N and (XIV) =M. The 
equivalence class of a subspace will be called the quasisimilarity orbit of 
that subspace. This equivalence relation first occurred in [4], where the 
following result was proved. (The operator S(0) is defined in Section 1, and 
S(0)(“) denotes the orthogonal sum of n copies of S(e).) 
0.1 THEOREM. Let 8 be an inner function, n a natural number, and let 
T= S(O)(“). If M and N are invariant subspaces for T and TI M - TI N then 
M and N belong to the same quasisimilarity orbit. 
* The author acknowledges the support of the National Science Foundation. 
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One of the main purposes of this paper is to characterize all operators 
T of class C, for which the conclusion of Theorem 0.1 holds; this is done 
in Section 3. Section 1 contains general preliminaries, while Section 2 gives 
a new characterization of operators having the finiteness property (P). 
Section 4 contains a result related to Theorem 0.1 when n is replaced by 
infinity. It is shown that the quasisimilarity orbit of A4 is determined by the 
quasisimilarity class of TJ M if and only if T1 M has property (P). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we will outline certain basic facts about the class C,, state 
a number of results that will be used throughout the paper, and prove a 
few preliminary results. All the results stated here without proof are proved 
either in [lo] or in [ 11. We denote by H” the Banach algebra of bounded 
analytic functions defined in the unit disk D. An operator TE L(H) is 
an absolutely continuous contraction if there exists a homomorphism 
@: H” + L(H) with the following properties: 
(i) Il@(u)ll G II4, UE H”; 
(ii) Q(x) = T if ~(2) = A, 1 E B; and 
(iii) for every h E H the map u + @(u)h is continuous if H” is given 
its weak* topology and H its weak topology. 
One usually writes u(T) = a(u); this is the Sz. Nagy-Foias functional 
calculus associated with T. The absolutely continuous contraction T is said 
to be of class C, if ker @ is nontrivial. If T is of class Co then there is an 
inner function 8 such that ker @ = 6H”. The function 8 is called the mini- 
mal function of T and is denoted mT. If T is of class C, and f~ H let H, 
denote the cyclic space for T generated byf. Thus Hf is the closed subspace 
generated by { T”‘: II 3 O}. The restriction Tl H, is also of class C,, and its 
minimal function will be denoted mf. 
The basic building blocks of operators of class C, are the Jordan blocks 
which we define next. Let Hz denote the set of square summable Taylor 
series; thus an element f~ Hz has the form f(A) = C,“= 0 u,,lZ*, i E ID, 
and llfl12=C;=0 la,l’< 00. If UE H” and f~ H2 then uf~ H2 and 
llufll 6 ilull Ilfll. One can define in particular the shift SE L(H’) by Sf = xf, 
f E H2. If 0 is an inner function then OH2 is invariant for S, so H(8) = 
HZ 0 OH2 is invariant for S* and we can define an operator 
S(0) E L(H(d)) by S(0)* = S* I H(0) or, equivalently, S(0) = P,(,,S( H(B). 
Here and throughout the paper P,,, denotes the orthogonal projection onto 
the closed space M. The operator S(0) is called a Jordan block; it is of class 
C, and it has minimal function 0. 
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In order to state some of the properties of S(e), and of related operators, 
we introduce some notations related with the algebra H”. We indicate by 
~1 u that fact that u divides u, U, v E H”. If cp and (3 are inner functions we 
write q E 0 if q ) 0 and f3 1 cp; we have cp E 0 if and only if (p/8 is a constant 
function (of absolute value one). If Fc H” is a family of functions, F# 0, 
and F# (O}, we denote by A F the greatest common inner divisor of F. If 
F consists of inner divisors of a fixed inner function we denote by V F the 
least common inner multiple of F. 
A more general family of operators of class C, is that of Jordan 
operators which we define next. Suppose that for every ordinal (Y we are 
given an inner function 0, such that 
(i) 6,)8, if crab; 
(ii) 8, = 8, if card(ct) = card(p); and 
(iii) 0, = 1 for sufficiently large ci. 
Then the operator T= 0 a S(0,) is called a Jordan operator. Note that 
condition (iii) implies that we only need to take the direct sum of a set 
(rather than a class) of operators; indeed, H(0) = (0) if 8~ 1. A Jordan 
operator 0, S(0,) is of class Co and it has minimal function 13~. It acts on 
a separable space if and only if 8,, = 1, where o denotes the first translinite 
ordinal. Most of the Jordan operators we consider will be acting on 
separable spaces, and we will denote 0, <w S(0,) or @ zzO S(6,) such an 
operator. 
A basic result about the class C, is as follows (see Chapter III of [ 11). 
1.1. THEOREM. For every operator T of class C, there exists a unique 
Jordan operator T’ such that T- T’. 
This result was first proved in [2] for the case of separably acting 
operators. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let TE L(H) and T’ E L( H’) be operators of class C,. 
rf there exists a quasiaffinity X: H -+ H’ such that XT= T’X then T- T’. 
We will write T-K T’ if XT= T’X for some quasiaffinity X. This proposi- 
tion will be used very frequently in this paper, mostly under the following 
form. 
1.3. COROLLARY. Let TEL(H) and T’ E L(H’) be operators of class C,, 
and let X: H + H’ be an operator satisfying XT = T’X. Then TH o kcr x m 
T’IVW, where THGkerX=PHOkerX Tj H 0 ker X denotes the compres- 
sion of T to H 0 ker X. 
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We will need at some point a stronger form of Theorem 1.1. Let 
{Hi: i E Z} be a family of subspaces of a Hilbert space H. We will say that 
H is the almost-direct sum of (Hi: in Z} if 
(i) H=V {Hi: iEZ}, i.e., H is the closed space generated by 
lJ {H,: FEZ}; and 
(ii) if {K,: a E A > is a family of subsets of Z such that 
n (K,: aEA} =#, then naeA [V {Hi: in&}] = (0). 
The following result can be found in Section III.6 of [ 11. 
1.4. THEOREM. Let TEL(H) be an operator of class C, with Jordan 
model @ L1 S(t3,). There exists for each ordinal a an invariant subspace H, 
for T such that 
(i) T( H, - S(fI,); and 
(ii) H is the almost-direct sum of the spaces H, 
The next result was proved in [13] (cf. also [7] as well as Chapter III 
of IIll). 
1.5. THEOREM. Let TE L(H) be an operator of class C,. Then the set 
(f: mf E mr} is a dense G6 in H. 
A basic ingredient in the proof of this result will also be needed. 
1.6. LEMMA. Let TE L(H) be an operator of class C,, and let f, g E H. 
For all, except perhaps countably many, scalars t we have mr + ,g E mr v mg . 
A related result is the main lemma in [9] (cf. also Chapter II of [ 1 I). 
1.7. THEOREM. Let {f,: n 2 0) be a bounded sequence in H”, and let 8 
be an inner function such that 9 A [A {f .:n>O}]-1. Then there exist 
scalars {t,:n>O} such that C,“=, It,1 <co and 8 A (C,“=, tnfn)- 1. 
Two particular classes of operators will play an important role in the 
sequel. An operator TE L(H) is said to have property (P) if every injective 
operator X in the cornmutant {T}’ of T has dense range. (Recall that 
{T>’ = {XE L(H): TX = XT}.) The operator T is said to have property 
(Q) if Tkc, x* - TI ker X for every XE { T}‘. Property (Q) was introduced in 
[ 143. The following three results can be found in Chapter VII of [ 11. 
1.8. THEOREM. Let T be an operator of class C,, and let 0. S(6,) be the 
Jordan model of T. Then T has property (P) if and only if A { 8, : n < co) z 1. 
In particular, T acts on a separable space zf it has property (P). 
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1.9. THEOREM. Let T and T’ be operutors of class C, and X a quasi- 
affinity such that XT= T’X. Jf T has property (P) then X is a lattice- 
isomorphism; i.e., the map M + (XM)- is a bijection between the invariant 
subspaces M of T and the invariant subspaces of T’. 
1.10. THEOREM. Let T be un operator of class C, with Jordan model 
@ ~ S(0,). Then T has property (Q) if and only if 
(i) /j {8,:n<o)rl; and 
(ii) the functions (e, ~ ,/O, : n 2 1 } are pairwise relatively prime. 
Suppose that T has property (Q) and set (P,, = 8, _ , IO,, $, = B,/cp,, n 3 1. 
Then T is quasisimilar to T, = @ ,“= , S(cp,,)(“‘. Moreover, every invariant 
subspace M of T, has the form M = @ ,“= , M,, where M, = (II/,( T, ) M) ~ c 
H(44’“‘. 
An operator TEL(H) is said to have finite multiplicity if there exists a 
finite set PC H such that H = V { T”F: n 2 01. Such a set F is called a 
cyclic set for T; the smallest cardinality of a cyclic set is called the multi- 
plicity of T and is denoted pr. 
1.11. PROPOSITION. Let T be an operator of class CO with Jordan model 
0, S(k),). The pT<n ifand only if8,~ 1. 
An important notion related with finite multiplicity is that of the deter- 
minant function (see Chapter 6 of Cl]). Let T be an operator of class C, 
with multiplicity n, and let @;z,’ S(Q,) be the Jordan model of T. Then the 
determinant function of T, denoted d, or det( T), is det( T) = 8,8, . .8,-, . 
We have det( T) = 1 if and only if T acts on the trivial space (0). The 
following result gives a crucial property of the determinant. This was 
proved in [11] for operators with finite defect indices (cf. [S] and 
Chapter VI of [ 1 ] for the general case). 
1.12. THEOREM. Let TE L(H) be an operator of class C, with finite 
multiplicity, H’ c H an invariant subspace for T, and H” = H 0 H’. We 
have then det( T) = det( TI H’) det( T,,..). 
1.13. COROLLARY. Let TEL(H) and TE L(H’) be operators of class C, 
with finite multiplicity such that det( T) z det(T’), and let X: H --+ H’ satisfy 
XT = T’X. Then X is one-to-one if and only if it has dense range. 
The following result can be found in Chapter III of [ 101 or Chapter II 
of [l]. 
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1.14. PROPOSITION. Let T be an operator of class Co and u E H”. The 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) ur\m,zl; 
(ii) u(T) is one-to-one; 
(iii) u(T) has dense range. 
The following result collects several well-known facts about Jordan 
blocks. Part (iv) is from [S]. 
1.15. THEOREM. Let 8 E H” be an inner function. 
__ (i) The aa’joint S(e)* is unitarily equivalent to S(V), where 9-(n) = 
e(X), 1 E ED. 
(ii) For every invariant subspace M for S( 0) there is an inner divisor 
cp of 6’ such that M= (pH2 0 0H2 = ran cp(S(e)) = ker(B/cp)(S(@). The 
restriction S(t3) 1 M is unitarily equivalent to S(e/cp), and S(t?)* 1 HZ 0 (pH2 = 
stcp1*. 
(iii) For every u E H” we have [ran u(S(fI))]- = cpH2 0 H2, where 
cp=uAe. 
(iv) Every operator XE {S(e)}’ can be written as X= u(S(e)), where 
UE H” and lIu(I = IlXli. 
Property (ii) above is inherited to some extent by operators with multi- 
plicity one; cf. [ 121. 
1.16. PROPOSITION. Let T be an operator of class C, with u= = 1. Every 
invariant subspace M of T has the form M = [ran cp( T)] -, where cp = 
mT/mTIM. 
The following result extends a result from [2] (cf. also [4] for another 
particular case). 
1.17. PROPOSITION. Let T be an operator of class Co on a separable 
Hilbert space H, and let QjcO S(0,) be the Jordan model of T. Assume 
that L c H is an invariant subspace for T such that TI L - @.;:d S(S,), 
and let {k,, kZ, . . . . k,) be a cyclic set for (TI L)*. Finally set L’ = 
V(T*“kj:m~O,ldjdn}, K=HOL’,andK’=HOL. 
(i) The operators P,. 1 L and Pk. 1 K are quasiaffinities. 
(ii) H=Lv K=L’v K’, LnK=L’nK’={O}. 
(iii) T,, - @;I; S(fl,), TI K- T,, - O;, S(0,). 
Proof The operator T,, has multiplicity at most n by the definition of 
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L’. If @:,:d S(cp,) is the Jordan model of T,, we must have ‘p, It),. 
OGjdn- 1, so that 
(1.18) det(T,,) = (p,,‘p, .“q,, ~, /OOtj, . ..H., , =det(TIL). 
Now, we have (TI L)* (P,) L’) = (P,) L’)(T,.)* and since P,k, = k, and 
{k,, k,, . . . . k,) is cyclic for (T( L)*, we conclude that P, I L’ has dense 
range. Theorem 1.12 is easily seen to imply that det( TI L) Idet(T,,), and 
hence det(T,.)=det(T/L) by (1.18). Corollary 1.13 implies now that 
P, I L’, and hence its adjoint PL. 1 L, is a quasiaflinity. The remaining asser- 
tions in (i) and (ii), as well as the fact that T,, - TI L and T,. - TI K follow 
now immediately in view of Proposition 1.2. To conclude the proof it 
suffices to show that TI K - @,T, S(ei). Let indeed @,F50 S(cp,) denote the 
Jordan model of TI K. Since clearly T - (T( L) @ ( TI K) by Proposition 1.2, 
we must have T, - T2, where T,=@,“=,S(8,) and T,=(@T:d S(0,))O 
(@z, S(qj)). In particular T, 1 (ran e,(T,))- - T2/ (ran e,(T,))- and 
these two operators are unitarily equivalent by Theorem 1.14 to 
@;zd S(e.,/RJ and (0 g,’ S(ej/O,)) 0 ( 0 ,Z o S(cpj/‘p, A en)), respectively. 
These last two operators have finite multiplicity, and being quasisimilar 
they must have the same determinant function. We deduce that 
cpO/‘pO A 8, = 1 so that cp,, 10,. We conclude that T, is a Jordan operator, 
and the uniqueness of Jordan models implies ‘pi = 0, + ,, j B 0. Q.E.D. 
1.19. LEMMA. Let T be an operator of class C, on a separable Hilbert 
space H, let H’ c H be invariant for T such that ,uTIH. <n, and set H” = 
H 0 H’. If @,03_0 S(e,) and @,E, S(cpj) are the Jordan models of T and 
T H” ? respectively, then 0, + n ( qj for all j > 0. 
Proof: Since [ran q,(T)] - c H’@ [ran cp,(T,.)] - it is easy to con- 
clude that 
,q[ranv,p,(~)l- Gn ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Gn +j. 
This implies immediately the relation e,+ n / ‘PJ. Q.E.D. 
2. PROPERTY (*) 
In the following section we will need the fact that certain operators have 
the property (*) defined below. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let T be an absolutely continuous contraction. We 
say that T has property (*) if for every quasiaffinity XE {T}’ there exist a 
quasiaffinity YE { T}’ and a function u E H” such that XY = YX= u(T). 
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It was shown in [3] (see also [l, Proposition IV.1.131) that operators 
of class Co with multiplicity at most two have property (*). In this section 
we give a complete characterization of those operators of class Co which 
have property (*). 
The following result is Lemma IV.1.11 of [ 11. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let T and T’ be two quasisimilar absolutely continuous 
contractions. 
(i) T has property (*) if and only if T’ has property (* ). 
(ii) If T has property (*) then we can find quasiaffinities A, B and 
a function UE H” such that AT’ = TA, BT= T’B, AB= u(T), and 
BA = u( T’). 
The following lemma plays a central role in the proof of the main result 
in this section. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let { 8,: n 2 0} be a sequence of inner functions satisfying 
6,+,ltl,, for n>,O and A {%,:n>,O}~l, and let (u,:n>O} be a bounded 
sequence in H” such that u, A 8, E 1 for every n. There exist functions 
u, v, E H”, n 2 0, with the following properties: 
(i) sup(Il~,ll:n2O}~m; 
(ii) u A 0,~ 1; and 
(iii) 8,l(u - u,u,) for all n b 0. 
Proof. We may, and shall, assume without loss of generality that 
(Iu,JI < 1 for every n > 0. Since u, A 8,~ 1, Lemma 1.6 implies the existence 
of scalars t,, It,,1 < 1 - \Ju,\(, such that (u,+ t,B,) A eO- 1. Let us set 
u; = u, + t,B,, and note that 
(2.4) 0, A A bb4 
( 
-..2@,:n20} ~1. 
> 
Indeed, let cp be a common inner divisor of 8, and (u&i . . . u;B,: n 2 0). 
Since u; A 8, z 1 we deduce that (u&‘, ... u;) A cp = 1, and hence cp 10, for 
all n > 0. The identity cp z 1 follows now from the assumption that 
A (0,: n > 0} = 1. Relation (2.4) shows that Theorem 1.7 can be used to 
obtain a summable sequence { ,$, : n > 0} such that 
(2.5) &,A f,? 
( 
nU;~; . ..u.e, = I. 
PI=0 > 
We now set u = C,“=,J.,u&‘, ... t&e,, and v, = C,“=,,A,ubu; ... 
u;-1u;+1 .‘. t&O,. We have 
k=n k=n k=O 
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so that condition (i) is verified. Condition (ii) follows from (2.5). Finally, 
we have u - u:,v,, = Ci = A iUk uhu’, f u; 0, and hence 8,I (u - u;, c,,) because 
8,,jdk for kdn-1. Since u-u,,u,,=u-uu:,v,,+t,,8,v, we see that (iii) 
holds. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. 
2.6. THEOREM. An operator T of class C, has property (*) if and only if 
it has property (P). 
Proof: Lemma 2.2 implies that it suffices to consider the case in which 
T is a Jordan operator, say T = @ 5( S(t?,). Assume first that T has property 
(*) and set 0=/\ (8,:ncw). C onsider the operator X= @ cL X,, where 
X, = (l/n) Z for n < o, and X, = Z for c1> o. Choose a quasiaffinity YE { T}’ 
and a function u E H” such that XY = u(T). Then we have Y = X ~ ‘u( T) so 
that we must have Y = @I Y,, Y, E (S(tI,)}‘. Thus Y, = v,(S(tI,)) for some 
v, E H”, with j/v,II < 11 Y,lj < 11 YII. The condition XY = u(T) implies 
(l/n) v,(S(e,)) - u(S(tI,)) = 0 so that 8,I ((l/n) v, - U) for all n. Thus 
0 I ((l/n) v, - u), whence we deduce (l/n) v,(,S(e)) - u(S(0)) = 0 so that 
IIv~II 3 I~uw))il =n Ib4wmi. w e conclude that u(S(0)) =0 and hence 
8 ) U. Thus we have 8 1 (U A 8,), and u A B0 = 1 because u(S(&,)) is a quasiaf- 
finity. We conclude that 8 = 1 so that T has property (P) by Theorem 1.8. 
Conversely; assume that T has property (P), and hence T = on < (o S(e,) 
and A (0,: n <o} = 1. Let XE {T}’ be a quasiafftnity. We know then 
that X must be a lattice-isomorphism, and hence H = en < w H(8,) can 
be written as a quasidirect sum H = V { H,i: n < w}, where H, = 
{Jfcoll<~* h,):h,EH(ek),h,=O if n#k}. Observe that TIN,-S(0,) for 
every n. Because of the quasidirectness of the above decomposition, we also 
have H=V {HL:n<o}, where Hb=H@ [V {H,:n#k}], and P,.,IH, 
is a quasiaffinity. We deduce that THzn = (T* I H,)* is also quasisimilar to 
S(0,). Fix for every n a quasiaflinity Z, : Hk -+ H(8,) satisfying Z, THzn = 
S(e,) Z, and /IZ,(I < 2-“, and define ZE {T}’ by Zh = @,,,, Z,,P,,“h. We 
claim that Z is a quasiaffmity. Indeed, since H, I Hk for n # m, we have 
(ZH)- =V {ZH,,:nto} 
= H. 
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Moreover, since the Z, are one-to-one 
kerZ=n {kerZ,P,.“:n<o} 
=n (kerPHzn:n<o) 
=n {HOH:,:~-+ 
because of the quasidirectness mentioned above. Thus Z is a quasiaffinity, 
and the construction of Z shows that ZX= @“<,,A,, A,E {,S(O,)>‘. 
Clearly each A, is a quasiaffinity, and hence A, = u,(,S(O,)) where u, E H”, 
U, A 8,~ 1, and 11~~11 < JIZXII. Let now u, and u be functions in H” 
satisfying properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 2.3, and define Y= 
con<, u,(S(O,))] Z. We have then 
YX= 
[ 
0 u,(s(e,)) zx 
“<W 1 
= 0 (~,%z)(s(en)) ?7<Ul 
= 0 4wn)) ll<OZ = u(T). 
The operator u(T) is a quasiaffinity because u A 0, E 1, and hence YH I 
u(T) H must be dense. We deduce that u,(S(O,)) has dense range and hence 
it is a quasiaffinity by Proposition 1.14. Thus Y is a quasiaffinity and there- 
fore the relation 
o= [YX-u(T)] Y= YXY-u(T) Y= YXY- Yu(T)= Y[XY-u(T)] 
implies that XY = u(T). Since XE {T}’ was an arbitrary quasiaffinity we 
see now that T has property (*). Q.E.D. 
3. PROPERTY (R) 
We are now ready to deal with the problem mentioned in the Introduc- 
tion. To facilitate the statements we introduce a new property an operator 
may have. 
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3.1. DEFINITION. An operator TE L(H) is said to have property (R) if 
for every pair of invariant subspaces M, N for T such that TIM - T/N 
there exists a quasiaflinity XE {T)’ such that (XM)) = N. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let T and T’ he quasisimilar operators of class C,. Assume 
that T (and hence T’) has property (*). Then T has property (R) [f and only 
if T’ has property (R). 
ProoJ Let 8, be the minimal function of T, and let X, Y be quasi- 
affinities such that XT= T’X, YT’ = TY, XY = u( T’), and YX= u(T) for 
some UE H” such that u A B0 = 1. The existence of X, Y, and u follows 
from Lemma 2.2(ii). Suppose that T’ has property (R), and let M, N be 
invariant subspaces for T such that TIM - TIN. Set M’= (XM) -, 
N’ = (XN) -, and note that clearly TIM < T’I M’ and TI Ni T’ 1 N’. By 
Proposition 1.2 we must have TI M- T’I M’, TJ N- T’) N’ and hence 
T’I M’- T’I N’. Since T’ has property (R), there exists a quasiaffinity 
A’ E { T’}’ such that (A’M’) ~ = N’. Set S = YA’X and note that 
(AM)- = (YA’XM) 
= (YA’M’)) 
= (YN’)-- 
=(YXN)- 
=(u(T)N)) 
= N, 
where we used the fact that u( T( N) is also a quasiaffinity. We conclude 
that T has property (R). Q.E.D. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let T be an operator of class CO. Then T has property 
(R) $ and only if it has property (Q). 
Proof. Assume first that T has property (Q). By Theorem 1.6, T also 
has property (*), and then Lemma 3.2 shows that we can study any 
operator in the quasisimilarity class of T. By Theorem 1.10 we may assume 
that T has the form T= @,y, S(cpj)(j), where the ‘p/ are pairwise relatively 
prime divisors of the minimal function 8, of T. Let M and N be invariant 
subspaces for T such that TI MN TJ N. From Theorem 1.10 we know that 
M = @,T i Mj and N = Q,? i N,, where Mj and Nj are invariant for 
S(qj)(j). In fact Mj=($j(TIM)M)) and Nj=($j(TIM)M)-, where tij= 
e,/qj, and we conclude immediately that S(4pj)“‘) Mj and S(qj)(j)j Nj are 
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quasisimilar. By Theorem 0.1 there exist quasiallinities Xi E {S(,)(‘)}’ such 
that (XjMj)- = N,. We may of course assume that llX,ll < 1, so that X= 
0; i Xj is a quasiaffinity in {T}‘. Clearly (XM)) = N, and we conclude 
that T has property (R). 
Conversely, assume that T has property (R). We prove first that T has 
property (P). Indeed, let XE (T}’ be an injective operator, and set M = 
(XH) ~. We have T < T1 M, and therefore T - T( M. Since T has property 
(R) there exists a quasiaffinity ZE {T}’ such that (ZH)) = M; but this 
clearly implies that M= H since Z is a quasiaffinity. We conclude that 
every injective operator in {T}’ has dense range, and this means that T has 
property (P). Now, T also has property (*) by Theorem 2.6, and hence by 
Lemma 3.2 we may assume that T = 0,: 0 S(0,) is a Jordan operator. To 
conclude the proof we must show that the functions (f3,/0,+,: j>O} are 
pairwise relatively prime. We will prove the (apparently stronger) fact 
that (0,/e,) A 0, - 1, j3 0. Fix indeed j, let cp be a common inner divisor 
of 0,/S, and S,, and consider the invariant subspaces M= @,“=O M,, 
N= @,“=, N, for T given by 
M, = (4d~) H2 0 &,H2, Mn = @‘I for n#O, 
N,= (d,/q) H= 0 tljH2, Nn = V’) for n#j. 
Clearly TIM-TIN-S(q) and, since 0,/(0,/(p), Mcrane,(T) while 
N I ran ej( T). Since T has property (R) there exists a quasiaffinity 
A E (T}’ such that (AM)- = N. Now, we have A ran 8,(T) c ran ej( T) and 
we conclude that Nc ran 0,(T). Thus N= (0) and therefore cp = 1. Q.E.D. 
3.4. Remark. Let T be an operator acting on a finite-dimensional space. 
Theorem 3.3 is easily seen to imply that T has property (R) if and only if, 
for each eigenvalue ;1 of T, all the Jordan cells with eigenvalue I in the 
canonical Jordan form of T have the same size (which can vary with A). 
4. UNIFORM JORDAN OPERATORS 
In this section we fix a nonconstant inner function 0 E H”, and denote 
by TE L(H) the direct sum of infinitely many copies of s(0). Thus T = 
@ ,“=0 S(0) and H = @ ,“=0 H(8). We already know that T does not have 
property (R), but it was shown in [4] that T has a somewhat weaker 
property. If M and N are invariant subspaces uch that TI M - TI N and 
TIM has finite multiplicity then N= (XM)- for some quasiaffinity 
XE {T}‘. In this section we will show that the same result is true if one 
only assumes that T( M has property (P), and that the result may fail if 
T( M does not have (P). 
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4.1. LEMMA. Let M he an invariant subspace for T, let @,5, S(0,) 
be the Jordan model C$ Tl M, and let (x, : n 3 1) be a sequence qf vectors 
in H. There exist subspaces L, , L,, . . . . invariant ,for T, with the following 
properties: 
(i) L,cLzc . . . . 
(ii) TI L, - s(e)(n), n = 1, 2, . . . . 
(iii) TJ (L, n M) N @y:d S(e,), n = 1, 2, . . . . and 
(iv) dist(e,-,(T)x,, L,,)<2-“, n=1,2 ,.... 
Proof By Theorem 1.4 there exist cyclic spaces M,, M,, . . . for T such 
that V {M,:jaO}=M, TIM,-S(B,), and M,n[V (A4,:j#n}]=(O} 
for all n. Let us fix cyclic vectors f; for T 1 M,, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The existence 
of the spaces L, will be proved by induction. To start the induction we set 
L, = (0). Assume that an invariant subspace L, for T has been constructed 
such that 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
and 
TIL - s(e)(n); 
L,nM=V {M,:Objbn-1); 
(4.4) dist(e,-,(T)x,, L,)<2-“. 
(Note that these conditions are vacuously satisfied if n = 0.) Observe that 
(4.3) implies that M, n L, = (0) and hence the restriction 
X=P,oL,IM,:M,-*HOL, 
is one-to-one and 
NTIMJ= T,@L,x. 
Now, B,(T) f, = 0 so that fn E ker e,(T) = ran(e/e,)(T) by Theorem 1.15. 
Fix g such that f, = (e/e,)(T) g and set yn = P, o L,fn, g = P, 0 L, g, 
F= THOLn. 
Since X is one-to-one we see that my” = mm = 0,. We claim that 
(4.5) mg v (e/e,) z e. 
Indeed, let us set u = mg v (8/e,’ and note that 
O=u(T)g 
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whence tI,l (z&,/e) or, equivalently, 81 U, as claimed. Next note that 
Lemma 1.19 implies that the minimal function of T is 9, and hence there 
exists a vector h E H such that z= P,, L,h satisfies rnh = tI and 
Il~-pH@L*x”+I 11 < 2-“-‘. Now we clearly have me,(t)5 = e/e,, and (4.5) 
combined with Lemma 1.6 shows that there exists a scalar t such that 
Iltr’gll <2-“-* and 
(4.6) mg + th(7jh = 8. 
We now denote by L,, 1 the invariant subspace for T generated by L, and 
g + te,,( T) h and conclude the proof by showing that L, + , satisfies condi- 
tions (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) with n + 1 in place of n. Property (4.4) is easiest 
because 
dist(e,(T)x,+,,L,+,)=dist(e,(T)x,+,-t-’g-eB,(T)h,L,+,) 
d dist(8,(T) x,, + I -t-‘g-@JT)h, L,) 
G IIP ~O&r(Tk+rh)ll + lltp’glI 
= Ile,(~)(p,oL,Xn+l-h)~~ + lit-kll 
G llf$f~L,Xn+l-~ll+ II-‘gll 
<2-“-l. 
To prove (4.2) it suffices to show that mg + ,e,(rj,, = 0 and that L,, is linearly 
independent of the cyclic space K generated by g+ to,(T) h, i.e., 
L, A K = (0). Denote by R the cyclic space for F generated by S + te,( T) & 
and note that the operator Y= P, o L, I K has dense range in I? and 
(TI R) Y= Y( T[ K). We deduce at once that 8 = mg+to,c~jl; divides 
m,+,,ncT,, so that 8 = mR+toncT,h. Thus TIK N p]K N S(e), and 
Corollary 1.13 implies that Y is a quasiaffinity. The fact that L, n K= (0) 
follows because Y is one-to-one. Finally we verify (4.3). We have 
whence we deduce that M,, c Kc L,, + , , and hence 
L n+l nM+ (M,:O<j<n}. 
On the other hand, TI (L,, , n M) has multiplicity at most n + 1, hence its 
Jordan model is of the form @T=, S(tij). We must have $, I 0, because 
L ,,+,nMMcMand8j~~jbecauseM,vM,v ... vM,cL,+,nM.Thus 
0, s $j, and the equality L,, , nM=V {M,:O<j<n} follows from 
Corollary 1.13 applied to the inclusion operator of V ( M,: 0 < j < n 3 into 
L ,,+, nM. Q.E.D. 
590/95/2-V 
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4.7. LEMMA. Let L, c L, c . he a sequence of invariant subspaces ,fbr 
T such that TI L, - S(O)@), n > 1, and fix vectors y,, E L,, n > 1. There exist 
vectors k, E L,, n 3 1, such that for every n we have 
(i) {k,, k,, . . . . k,} is a cyclic setfor (TI L,,)*; and 
(ii) Ilk, - ynll < 2-“. 
Proof: We proceed by induction. Fix n and suppose that vectors 
k,, k,, . . . . k, have been chosen such that {k,, k,, . . . . k, j is a cyclic set for 
(TI L,)*. Note that this assumption is vacuously satisfied if n = 0. Denote 
by R the invariant subspace for (Tl L,+,)* generated by (k,, k,, . . . . k,}, 
and set K=L,,, 0 R. By Proposition 1.17 we have L, v K = L, + I) 
L, n K = {0}, and TI K- S(t?). Now, the cyclic vectors for (TI K)* form a 
dense set in K, and hence there is such a vector k satisfying 
Ilk-P,y,+,I/<2-‘-I. Choose a vector k,+,EL,+l such that 
Ilk n+l-~n+IIl<2-‘-’ and PKkn+l= k. To conclude the proof it suffices 
to show that {k, , k,, . . . . k, + i } is a cyclic set for (T I L, + ,)*. Denote indeed 
by L the invariant subspace for (TI L, + i )* generated by {k, , k,, . . . . k, + 1 }. 
Clearly then L 1 R because k,, k,, . . . . k, E L, and P,L = L 0 R contains 
the cyclic space for (T] K)* generated by P,k, + , = k. Since k is cyclic for 
(TIK)*,wehaveLOR=KandhenceL=R@K=L,+,. Q.E.D. 
We can now prove the result announced at the beginning of the section. 
4.8. THEOREM. Let M and N be invariant subspaces for T such that 
TJ A4 - T( N and TI A4 has property (P). There exists a quasiaffinity 
XE {T}’ such that (XM)- = N. 
ProoJ Let @,c 0 S(0,) be the Jordan model of TJ M, and set K = 
@E, [(e/e,) H* 0 OH*] c H. It will suffice to show that there exist 
quasiaflinities Y, Z E { T}’ such that ( YA4) ~ = K and ( YK)- = N since we 
can just set X= ZY. Since the roles of A4 and N are interchangeable, we 
may as well prove the existence of quasiaflinities Y, ZE {T}’ such that 
(YM))=Kand (ZK)-=M. 
Since TI A4 has property (P) we have A { 6,: j 3 0} = 1. If we assume, 
which we may without loss of generality, that the first nonzero Taylor coef- 
ficient of 0, is positive for each j, then we have lim, _ m S,(A) = 1 for all 
1 E D, and therefore the operators ej( T) converge to I in the weak operator 
topology. Fix a dense sequence {x,: n 2 1 > in H with the property that 
each of its terms is repeated infinitely many times. Then it follows that the 
sequence (e,- i(T) xi: j 2 11 is weakly dense in H. Indeed, the weak 
closure of this sequence must contain every x,. Likewise, a sequence 
{y,:n> I} such that lim,,, II y, - 0,- ,(T) x,II = 0 must be weakly dense 
in H. 
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Choose now subspaces AI(j) c A4 invariant for T such that 
T(M”‘-S(8,), M’j’n[V(M”‘:i#j}]={O}, and V {M”‘:i>,O)=M. 
By Lemma 4.1 (cf. also (4.3)) we can find invariant subspaces L, , L,, . . . for 
T with the following properties: 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
and 
LICLZC . . . . 
TI L, ‘v S(8)‘“‘; 
L,nM=V {M(j):Obj<n-1); 
(4.12) dist(6,-,(T)x,, L,)<2-” 
for all n > 1. By (4.12) there are vectors y, E L, such that 
(4.13) IIy,-~,~,(T)x,ll<2-“. 
Then Lemma 4.7 yields vectors k, E L, such that 
(4.14) {k,, k,, . . . . k,} is a cyclic set for (T( L,)*; 
and 
(4.15) Ilk - Y,II < 2-” 
for all )2 2 1. Denote by LL the invariant subspace for T* generated by 
{k,, k,, . . . . k,}, n > 1. By the preceding observations, the inequalities (4.13) 
and (4.15) imply that the sequences { y,: n > 1 } and {k, : n > 1 } are weakly 
dense in H, and hence 
(4.16) v {L,:nbl}=V {L:,:n>l)=H. 
Observe that by Proposition 1.17 the operators P,; (L, are quasiaffinities. 
We introduce now subspaces R, invariant for T and RL invariant for T* 
in the following way: 
&=L,, Rn=L+, n (H 0 U, n> 1, 
Rb=L;, R:,=L:,+, n (H 0 L,), n> 1. 
Clearly for n 2 1 
R, = ker(p,: I L + I h 
and since P,; I L, is a quasiaffinity, we have 
(4.17) L n+q =-L v R,> L,nR,= (0) 
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for ~22. Proposition 1.17 applied to Tl L,,+, -,(0)“‘+‘r shows that 
Tl Rn -S(e). A repeated application of (4.17) yields then 
(4.18) L,,=V{R,:O<j<n- l} 
for all n b 1. Analogously, we have 
(4.19) L:,=// {R;:O<j<n-1) 
and T* 1 RL - S(e)* for all n. Moreover, it is clear that P,; 1 R, is a quasi- 
affinity for n > 0. Fix for every n B 0 quasiafftnities Y,: Rh + H(e) and 
Z,:H(B)-+R, such that /IY,(1<2-“, llZ,II <2-“, YnTa;=S(8) Y,, and 
Z,S(B) = (TI R,) Z,. We can then define operators Y, ZE {T}’ by 
Yh= 6 Y,P,;h, Z &h,, 
( > 
= f Z,h, 
?I=0 tl=O II=0 
for h, @ ,“= o h, E H. To conclude the proof we will show that Y and Z are 
quasiaffmities atisfying 
(4.20) (YM)-=K and (ZK) = M. 
Note that 
ker Y=n (ker(Y,P,;):n>O} 
= n {ker P,;:n>O} 
=H@ V{R:,:n30} 
F I 
= 101 
by (4.19). Moreover, if h E R, then Yh = 0,: o k, where k, = 0 if j # n and 
k, = Y,,P,;h. Since YnP,; I R, is a quasiaffinity we deduce at once that Y 
has dense range, and hence it is a quasiaffinity. Next we note that (ZH)- 
contains each R, because Z, is a quasiaffrnity, and hence Z has dense 
range. Further we have 
= P,;Z, h, 
so that Z( @ zCo h,) = 0 implies P,, Z, h, = 0, and hence Z, h, = 0 because 
P,; (R, is a quasiaffinity. Thus Z is’also a quasiaffinity. 
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In order to prove (4.20) we introduce the subspaces M, = R, n M, n > 0. 
Clearly we have 
V {M,:O<j<n-l}cL,nM=V {M(j’:O<j<n-1). 
We will prove by induction that 
(4.21) v {M,:Odj<n-l}=Qn, 
where Q,, = Mn L, for n > 0. The equality (4.21) for n = 0 follows because 
R, = L1. Assume that (4.21) has been proved for some value of n, and note 
that P,; 1 Q, is one-to-one, while M, = ker(P,; ( Qn+ i). Then the operator 
W= P,, 1 (Q, 0 M,) is one-to-one and WT,“+, o Mn = T,; W. It follows 
that TQ.: + I0 Mn is quasisimilar to T,; 1 (ran W) -, and hence it has multi- 
plicity at most n. We conclude that det( TQn+, o M.) divides 13~0, . .. 8, ~, 
and hence 
det(TIM,)~det(TlQ,+,)/det(T~~+, 0 M,) 
= eoel -WWTpni, Q ,+,.I 
is a multiple of 0,. Now we have 
V {M,:O< j<n}=Q,, v M, 
and Qn n M, = (0) so that 
det T V {M,:O< j<n} =det(TIQ,)det(TIM,) 
(I ) 
=e,e, -en_, det(TlM,) 
and we conclude that this is a multiple of 0,8, . . .8, = det( T( Q,,, 1). Since 
V{Mj:Odj<n)cQ,,+l we conclude from Corollary 1.13 that (4.21) 
holds with n + 1 in place of n. Now remark that M, c R, and TI R, is 
cyclic. We conclude that TI M, is cyclic as well. The above considerations 
show that we have det(TIM,,) = 0, so that TIM,- S(e,). Now Proposi- 
tion 1.16 implies that M, = [(S/f?,)(T) R,] -. We deduce that 
and 
(z,[(e/e,) H* 0 eH*])- = M,. 
The two equalities in (4.20) become now obvious. Q.E.D. 
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We conclude this section by showing how Theorem 4.8 can fail if TI A4 
is not assumed to have property (P). 
4.22. PROPOSITION. Let T’ = @ & S(8,) be u Jordan operator such that 
8,IB. If T’ does not have property (P) then there exist invariant subspaces 
A4 and N for T such that 
(i) TIM- Tl N- T’; and 
(ii) there is no quasiaffinity XE {T}’ such that (XM) ~- = N. 
Proof: We define M= @,?, M,, N = @PC_, Ni, where A4, = 
(e/e,)H* 0 19H2=Nj+,, j 20, while N,= (0). Clearly TIM and TIN are 
unitarily equivalent to T’. Suppose that XE {T}’ has dense range and 
XMcN. Then X’=P H o NXI H 0 M also has dense range and 
X’THoM=THO,v X’. This relation implies that the minimal function of 
T Ho ,,, divides the minimal function of T, o N. Clearly now T, o M is 
unitarily equivalent to @,zO S(e/e,) and T, o N is unitarily equivalent to 
S(e)OT,oM. Thus we deduce that 8 should divide V {e/e,: j 2 0) = 
e/A { 0,: j2 O}. This can only happen if A { ei: j2 0) z 1, i.e., when T’ has 
property (P). Q.E.D. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have seen in Section 3 that property (R) is invariant under quan- 
sisimilarity, at least when restricted to operators of class C,. This is not 
true about the property described in Theorem 4.8. Indeed, let us say that 
an operator T has property (R,) if for every pair M, N of cyclic invariant 
subspaces there exists a quasiaffinity XE {T}’ such that (AM)- = N. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let T be an operator of class C, with property (R,). 
Then every hyperinvariant subspace K for T has the form K = ker cp( T) for 
some inner divisor cp of mT. 
ProojY Let K be a hyperinvariant subspace for T, and set cp = mTliy. Let 
then N be a cyclic subspace for T such that N c ker cp( T). There exists a 
cyclic subspace M c K such that TI MN TI N N S(m,, N); indeed this 
follows from the fact that mTINl rp and the fact that T[ K has a cyclic 
subspace such that TI K- S(p). Choose a quasiaffInity X such that 
XE { T} ’ and (XM) - = N. Then N = (XM) - c (XK) ~ c K because K is 
hyperinvariant. Since N is an arbitrary cyclic space for TI ker cp( T), we 
must have ker cp( T) c K. The opposite inclusion is immediate by the 
definition of cp. Q.E.D. 
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If 0 and I denote the zero and identity operators on an infinite dimen- 
sional space, we have T- T’ where T= [z 610 0, T’ = [i L]. The 
operator T’ has (R,) by Theorem 4.8, but T has the hyperinvariant sub- 
space ran T which is not of the form ker cp( T). 
Going back to Proposition 4.22 now, for the spaces A4 and N construc- 
ted in that proof there is a quasiaffinity XE { T}’ such that (XN) - = M. 
One is led to consider the quasiafline orbit 
Q(N) = { (XN)) : XE {T}‘, Xa quasiaffinity} 
of an invariant subspace N. 
5.2. PROBLEM. Let T= @jE, S(0), and let M,, M, be two invariant 
subspaces for T such that TJ M, - TI M,. 
(i) Does there exist an invariant subspace N such that 
M~,MzEQ(W 
(ii) Assume, in addition, that T,@ M, - T,@ M2. Do we have then 
MI E QW,)? 
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